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Some good news re. BC colleges:
ACCUTE suspends its caution
for 1995-96.
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President's Report on the 1995
Conference

Finding One's Way
The 1995 Learned Societies meetings
were among the most unusual and important
of the past decade. The shopping mall
architectureofUQAMbroughtthemeetings
an unprecedented degree of decentralization.
Publishers displays were dispersed to
corridors on three levels of three sprawling
buildings.The locations of the meetings of
particular associations were known, if at all,
only to members of those associations. There
was no central area of association tables
where one could browse outside of one's
discipline.Individual association tables had
to be invented and located, contrary to the
UQAM Secretariat's expectations, and
possibly contrary to its wishes - one was
never sure - wherever an executive could
appropriate classroom furniture and corridor
space. Members struggled to locate their
associations' tables and final programs,
sometimes unsuccessfully (there were
rumours of lost members and missed
presentations, although none concerning
ACCUTE), and nearly always without
UQAM Secretariat assistance.
Yet despite these handicaps, the 1995
meetings saw many potentially decisive
interactions at the political level among and
within associations. The recently announced
phasing out of SSHRC funding to scholarly
associations and to the Canadian Federation
for the Humanities and the Social Science
Federation of Canada, changes to the SSHRC
learned journals program, and changes to
Canada Council policies, gave a sense of
crisis to many meetings, and led to a
multiplying of committee meetings and of
behind-the-scenes policy discussions.
ACCUTE's own meetings appear to
have gone well. Althoughattendanceoverall

was down surprisingly to approximately
300 from the 440 who attended ACCUTE's
sessions at the Calgary Leameds, individual
sessions were all reportedly well attended.
Our three plenary sessions (Sheila Delany,
Katherine Hayles, and Homi Bhabha) were
extremely well attended, and seem to have
attracted members of other societies. Some
members suggested to me that there could
have been more interdisciplinary and interperiod sessions on our program, and several
expressed dismay that the associate and full
professor ranks of our profession were once
again poorly represented among those giving
papers. The executive believes that it can
address both of these matters in organizing
the 1996 program. The decline in overall
attendance at our conference will likey be
more difficult to address. It is not clear to us
whether our members lacked travel funds to
come to the meetings (although a Leameds
held in Central Canada is usually the least
expensive for most of our members to travel
to), whether they found Montreal
unattractive to visit, whether they found our
program uninteresting, or whether they find
national I11eetings less important to their
understandings of their professional lives
than international meetings. We would ·
certainly welcome members' comments
about these questions, and may poll the
membership on why they attended or did
not attend.

The CFH, the Learneds, and the
Academic Funding Crisis
The cutbacks in SSHRC funding have
caused many associations to begin cautiously
reassessing their prospects for survival, and
some to ask themselves in Montreal whether
they should consider merging with other
associations of a similar size. It is no secret
thatoneofthehopcsoftheSSHRCindeciding
on its cutbacks was that some mergers would
take place and that the proliferation of small
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associations, each with their own
administrations and conference programs,
would be reversed. It seems to many of us,
however, that mergers for merging's sake
are undesirable, and thatwhateverstructural
changes an association adopts should be
adopted to help it continue to meet its
membership's needs. ACCUTE's own
positions on such issues, in votes taken at
our Annual General Meeting, were varied.
On the advice of Connie Rooke, our CFH
board representative, and Len Findlay, who
has also been participating in the internal
discussions of the CFH, the AGM voted
unanimously to support a merger between
the CFH and SSFC in the hope of creating at
least an effective lobbying voice in Ottawa
for our membership and of maintaining the
current multi-disciplinary structure of the
Leameds. (Two days later, at its Board
Meeting, the CFH voted to seek such a
merger, to which the SSFC appears receptive.)
Our AGM also unanimously decided,
however, to strike a committee to study the
feasibility of setting up an umbrella
association, similar to the U.S. Modern
Languages Association, in which ACCUTE,
APFUCC, ACQL, Medieval Studies,
Renaissance Studies, the Comparative
Literature Association, CACLALS, and
various other associations concerned with
languages, literature, and culture studies in
Canada, could become semi-autonomous,
parallel 'sections' of an association which
administered their membership records,
conducted membership renewal campaigns,
coordinated a common conference program
with standardized time blocks for sessions
and meetings, and charged a single
membership fee. The goal of such an
association would be to decrease the
administrative costs of individual
associations while increasing opportunities
for interdisciplinary contact.
Other changes which could influence
how this proposal fares include an initiative

from SSHRC to establish a permanent
secretariat, located in Ottawa, for the
Leameds,sothateachhostuniversitywould
not have to undertake the Leameds project
from scratch, and to decrease the time period
of the Learneds by holding many more
concurrent meetings. One effect of the latter
proposal would be to limit the number of
universities that could host the Leameds.
Increasing the number of concurrent
meetings would increase the number of
dormitory or hotel accommodations a host
university and city would be required to
provide, and increase the number of meeting
and lecture rooms required. (On several
nights in Montreal this June, hotels reported
that every room in the city was booked.)
Another effect of increasing the number of
concurrent meetings would be to sharpen
the need for a coordinated program shared
by related associations.
Our AGM also, after considerable
debate, unanimously agreed to increase
ACCUTE'smembershipfeesby$10.00across
the board. The debate suggested that the
increase should be viewed as an interim
measure, with a furtherfee increase, possibly
. with differential increases for graduate
students, unemployed, underemployed, and
retired members included, to be debated at
next year's AGM as a means of dealing with
the phasing out of SSHRC funding. My own
expectation is that such an increase would
not need to be much larger overall than the
1995 'interim' increase. I also hope very
much that this change in ACCUTE fees will
not discourage us from renewing our
memberships: in this time of cutback and
reorganization in nearly every aspect of our
activities, we need our association more than
ever. ACCUTE is a strong association, quite
capable of dealing with financial adversity
with or without fee increases, and offers
members an extremely influential voice in
the various changes that institutions all
around us are about to propose.
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B.C. University Colleges
On the B.C. university college issue,
the AGM voted, with one opposed, to
continue the firm stand the executive had
adopted. At a separate meeting organized
by Kathy Mezei, chair of Simon Fraser
University's English department, the three
British Columbia English department chairs,
some members of the university college
English departments, and I agreed that
ACCUTE should seek a meeting of the B.C.
minister responsible for the university
colleges, the three department chairs,
representatives of the four university college
departments, and myself to attemptto resolve
the issue in a wayallofuscouldsupport. We
also concluded, however, that the college
departments would need to agree on a
mechanism, or set of mechanisms, for longterm institutional protection of the scholarly
work of their faculty before such a meeting
could be useful. Herb Rosengarten, chair of
the UBC department, and chair of our
Professional Concerns Committee,
volunteered to attempt to organize and host
the meeting. On my return home after the
Leameds, I received a letter from the Minister
of Skills and Labour Dan Miller guaranteeing
the continuation of liaison funding for 199596 at the same level as 1994-95-one of the
guarantees for which ACCUTE has been
pressing. This letter effectively defers the
difficulty at the university colleges for a
year, and enables ACCUTE to liftits caution,
since it ensures that university college
programs, staffing, and appointments will
be overseen and mentored by our colleagues
at the three universities at least until April
1996. Although the exact route the Minister
took to this guarantee is obscure, I believe
that the very late date of its announcement
gives us good reason to assume that
ACCUTE'sverypublicconcernaboutliaison
funding, and our strong letters to the Minister
and his staff, to the B.C. Council on

Admissions and Transfer, and to the
university college administrations, have
played at least an important role.
On the issue of the establishment of
external review of degree programs after the
university colleges achieve independence,
the Minister's letter was disappointing.
Although a credible review process for the
reviewingofnewprogramproposalsappears
to have been established, the reviews for
existing programs are described by the
Minister as ones that "include institutional
review and revision of the curricula, input
from program advisory committees, input
from provincial articulation committees, and
annual follow-up of program graduates by
the Ministry and the institutions." While it is
often not possible to decide whether a
government ministry is being vague by habit
or by design, the vagueness and grab-bag
syntax here at the very least suggest that
there has yet been no dear designation of
responsibility for program review, and little
thought given to the credibility the review
mayhaveinthewideracademiccommunity.
But the way does seem open to further
discussion.

The Brock learneds in 1996
ACCUTE's plans for the 1996 Learneds
at Brock University in St. Catharines are
already well advanced - helped to a large
extent by very productive meetings in
Montreal of ACCUTE's Campus Reps and
outgoing Executive. The Brock Leameds
promise to be meetings that will be every bit
as decisive in reshaping the academic
institutions in which we work as were the
meetings in Montreal. It is important that
these reshapings receive the input from as
wide as possible a range of regions, ranks,
specializations, and situations. Every
ACCUTE member should consider
attending.
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Grad Representative's Report
Havingjustretumed from the conference
in Montreal, I am happy to say that I will be
serving another term as ACCUTEgrad rep (it
wasano-contestelection!).Theannualgraduate
student meeting was well attended this year.
Because these meetings are becoming larger
a~d ?'ore focu~ed, next year's annual report
will mclude minutes. Several issues arose at
this year's meeting, most of which, not
surprisingly, are related to the professional job
market.
+ Because funding cutbacks mean that
retirees' positions are being filled at only
about 60%, it was agreed that it is the
ethical responsibility of departments of
English to caution graduate applicants of
thegloomyprospects theymightbe facing.
The University of Victoria, for example,
has this year followed the example set by
the University of Alberta of including
such a warning in its application package.
+ One of our members commented that
while her department congratulates-itself
on the high quality graduates its
programme produces, itsrecentvacancies
have consistently been filled bygraduates
of American programmes. It was
suggested that Canadian English
departments have in place an affirmative
action policy to hire their own.
+ Most student members agreed that their
departments should offer their students
more practical professional development
and training. It was suggested that such
programmes could be initiated by the
students themselves. Departments grad
reps could invite faculty to regular
meetings to discuss, for example,
publishing, conferences, c.v. writing and
job applications, college teaching, job
prospects outside academia, and so on.
Speaking again from personal experience,
such a programme, run conjointly by the
grad rep and a faculty "job placement
officer," has been successful at the
University of Victoria.

+

An unrelated concern arising at the
meetings was the inconsistency in MA
and PhD application deadlines across the
country which often leave applicants in
awkward logistical situations. It was
suggested that the various departments
standardize their application and response
deadlines.
While the grad uatestudentmeeting was
well attended this year, the AGM was
embarrassingly devoid ofstudentparticipation.
While I think this was partly because Montreal
is just too much fun, I want to insist here on the
importance of grad student attendance.
ACCUTE is as much our organization as it is
the faculty members'. Most of the issues
discussed at the AGM are of direct relevance
to our current and prospective careers. Campus
grad reps are particularly encouraged to
participate in these annual meetings.
.
T~e ACCUTEcampusgradrepnetwork
IS growmg. We are still, however, looking for
several representatives. If your department
does not yet have an ACCUTE grad rep and
you would like to become a part of this
important national network, please write oremail me at the address below. If you are
currently a rep and wish to step down this
year, please find a replacement for yourself
and forward his or her name and address to
me. The network will soon have a Canadian email List much like the American .,'E-Grad"
List with which many of you are already
online.
This past year, Jason Potts, department
grad rep at the University of Saskatchewan,
has been busy gathering information on grad
programmes across the country. Look for a
comparative review of this information in the
next newsletter.
Finally, if you would like to respond to
any of the issues listed here, feel free either to
contactmeortosubmitapiecetothiscolumn.
Jackie Heslop, Dept of English,
University of Victoria, PO Box 3070
Victoria, BC V8W 3Wl
jheslop@uvvm.uvic.ca
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Committee for Professional
Concerns
Herbert Rosengarten,
University of British Columbia
Chair, CPC

Issues for the 1995-96
academic year
Defining our role
Like most areas of the humanities,
English has been steadily losing tenure-track
positions to help paythecostofbudgetcuts.
We have come under increasing pressure
from administrations to justify "small"
classes (i.e., anything under 50) and to
consider re-structuring: that is, giving up
disciplinary autonomy in the name of (for
example) interdisciplinarity or cultural
studies. In the past, English departments
have been protected to a large extent by their
service role; now we face arguments that
conventional writing requirements may be
met in other ways (for example, through
Writing Across the Curriculum), or that older
forms of literacy are giving way to newer,
more technological skills which reduce
dependence on the traditional English
teacher. However you interpret this, it all
suggests that English departments will have
increasing difficulty in hiring tenure-track
faculty members. To counter such
developments effectively, we must be sure
of our role and mandate. What exactly is, or
should be,ourmission? In the face of external
pressures, how should English departments
define-or redefine-themselves? Alternatively, should we actively seek our own
dissolution, in the name of some larger
principle like interdisciplinarity?

Teaching versus research
Facing freezes or cuts in operating
grants, administrations have been pressing
English departments to increase class size,
or to increase professorial teaching loads.
Especially in the university colleges, such
proposals are presented as a reaction against
"useless" research, while in the universities
they are framed as a need to be more
responsive to student demands for good
teaching. There is doubtless some truth in
both arguments-not all research deserves
the support it receives, and not all professors
are good or responsible teachers.
Nevertheless, the real reason behind these
demands is economic, not academic;
administrations have to make savings, and
English departments have traditionally been
big-since the late sixties, anyway-so they
make good targets. The profession must
decide how to respond to these pressures.
Can we afford to take on more teaching and
cut into the time we need for research? Given
the attitudes and pronouncements of
politicians, journalists, and administrators,
can we afford not to?
Sessional appointments
In many post-secondary institutions
we can see a gradual increase in the
redirection of funds towards sessional,
adjunct, limited-term, or part-time
appointments. In some cases permanent
faculty lines have been converted into
sessional lines. The reason is obvious: such
appointments enable the institution to teach
the same number of students for less money.
This is certainly a form of exploitation, since
sessionals are paid less than regular faculty,
often to teach more contact hours. There is a
positive side: the sessional position provides
employment and valuable experience for
growingnumbersofMAandPhDgraduates
who would otherwise remain unemployed.
However, they are generally limited to lowerdivision service teaching, and because of the
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demands on their time made by full-time
teaching, they are unable to work on the
publications they need to be competitive for
permanent positions.
Whatcanbedoneaboutsuchasystem?
Should departments seek to end their
dependence on sessional and part-time
appointments? What kind of impact would
that have on current job-seekers? Should
departments put all their resources into
permanent positions, or should they
conversely try to make more sessional
appointments, perhaps at the cost of some
tenure-track positions?
Tenure
One might argue that the difficulty of
landing a tenure-track job lies in the very
notion of tenure itself; while the original
intent of tenure was to protect freedom of
thought and expression, it now seems to
many little more than a ticket to job security,
a life-time membership in a very exclusive
club. If we did away with tenure, would the
job-market open up? Would there be a fairer
distributionofresources and opportunities?
Or would we simply create conditions
guaranteeing the loss of free speech and the
sense of academic community? And if there
were no possibility of securing a permanent
position, would the profession continue to
attract good young scholars and teachers?
Service faculty
Some universities have considered
creating a two-tiered faculty, so that
instructors who do not engage in research
are given a heavier teaching load than their
research-oriented colleagues, but are
assessed on the basis of their teaching alone.
Is this an approach that ACCUTE should
endorse? It might allow for the creation of
longer-term non-tenure trackappointments.
The downside is the built-indivisionitwould
create between "first-class" and "secondclass" departmental citizens.

Graduate programmes
The problem of sessional employment
is intimately related to the size ofourgrad uate
programmes. Despite the job shortage of the
past decade, English departments across the
country are still turning out large numbers
of MAs and PhDs. This process began in the
mid-80's, as graduate programmes were
encouraged to expand by the general belief
that, with many retirements due in the 90's,
jobs would open up. And the expansion was
supported by prestige-hungry institutions
that wanted to be seen as leaders in research.
Who could have foreseen the economic
slump? the endless process of recession and
retrenchment?The disappearance of so many
faculty lines? So now departments must
reconsider: should they continue to accept
graduate applicants in large numbers?
Should ACCUTE issue the warning label
agreed to last year at the graduate students'
conference? Should programmes be much
more selective than they would appear to
have been in recent years, and accept only
those candidates who seem to have a chance
(a) of full funding and (b) a job once they
have completed their degree? Is it ethical to
acceptstudentsintoalengthyprogrammeof
study that is unlikely to culminate in a job?
Professionalizing the profession
In the past we have often disparaged
the tendency towards the professionalization
of graduate school, the transformation of
"education" into job training, the grooming
of po ten tialJob candidates for the conference
circuit and job interviews. Is that, we may
ask disdainfully, whatgraduateprogrammes
should be doing? Or should we actively
encourage such developments? Should
ACCUTE become involved in any way
beyond making appeals and exhortations?
Should ACCUTE try to act like MLA as an
intermediary between departments and
potential candidates?
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University colleges
The new university-colleges in British
Columbia, currently offering degrees in
conjunction with the major universities, are
approaching autonomy. Faculty members in
academic programmes at these institutions
now face some pressure to increase their
teaching loads and reduce their involvement
in research. They fear that this can only lead
to a lowering of standards, and potentially
poses a threat to the credibility of their degree
programmes. In what ways can we make
administrations at the university colleges
realize the importance of research to faculty
members teaching in four-year B.A.
programmes, especially those teaching at
the senior levels?
Policies on discrimination and
harassment
Across the country universities and
colleges have been introducing new policies
on discrimination and harassment. These
policies have won mixed reviews: on the one
hand, they are said to provide an essential
safeguard of individual rights; on the other,
they are seen to represent an unacceptable
encroachmentuponindividualrights. There
is doubtless some truth on both sides. Should
ACCUTE take any position on this issue?
Should we find out how faculty members are
affected by such policies in their institutions?
Are there instances of misapplications of
such policies? Have there been possible
threats to academic freedom, or has the idea
of academic freedom been misappropriated
to conceal abuse?
These, then, are some of the issues
currently facing our profession. The CPC
will try to canvass opinion, and perhaps
suggest remedies; but probably our most
useful function is to bring problems and
concerns to the surface and give them a
public airing.

Thinking About ACCUTE
What Is To Be Donel
June 15, 1995
Dear Len [Finlay],
This is my initial try at the task we
discussed at ACCUTE - I am sending copies
("snailmail") to Pam and Evelyn, not quite
randomly selected, so that they and I or others
can be in it from the beginning, if we decide to
continue (can we not?).
We were concerned at the Annual
MeetingwiththeconditionofACCUTE,notas
something any executive has brought about
(indeed, most of them have had to struggle
against aspects), but as a set of larger crises.
Sitting watching the dancing, we talked of
assisting the executive in organising the
association for the related political, theoretical
and professionalstruggleswhichitfaces. What
we discussed, as I remember it, was first of all
the necessity that as many ACCUTEmembers
as possible come to Brock next year to join in a
plenary session on these matters,
supplementary to the AGM, which would be
structured,agenda-ed,compered soas to allow
us at the end of it to believe we had got
somewhere. What we would be asking
ourselves is what is to be done by ACCUTE,
drawing on our great strength, i.e., our shared
practical and theoretical experience, to protect
what we value and what we think Canadians
generally value in "literary" or "cultural" or
"humane" studies, and what we value in "the
profession," now being reconstituted by others.
We, you and I, toyed with the idea, first of all,
of initiating a sequence of newsletter papers,
prepared by us and whoever responds, to
evolve an agenda for the Brock workshop.
What follows are some unoriginal thoughts
towards an opening newsletter paper, when
you and the as-yet-unsuspecting-but-notinsignificant-others respond, maybe we can
put something together.
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WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
Before we can address that, we have to
ask:why?towhat?bywhom?Noneoftheseis
simple, and even allowing for that, I feel the
weakness, the absolutely necessary
tentativeness, in submitting these exploratory
answers.
"Why?," for instance, arises out of my
own reading of the AGM, the issues raised
there but also its composition. For example,
the Executive's political initiatives, provoked
by government action in the B.C. colleges, are
of a new kind in my experience of ACCUfE.
We have to find ways both of democratically
assisting our Executive and of understanding
the particular dangers to all of us in the B.C.
situation. While the setting right now is B.C.,
the issues our Executive has been focussing on
have important resonances elsewhere;
shouldn't we as an association be clarifying
these (many of us consider ourselves
"theorists"). Another symptom, seen in the
scarcity of grads at the meeting and hinted at
inthementionofthecostof"subsidizing" their
memberships, is the division in the organization
between the grad students and the faculty
members. Is there a grad lack of interest in
ACCUTE, except as a place to make career
contacts and present "publications"? Do our
grad members doubt faculty commitment to
alleviating theirplight? Another symptom lies
in the oft-noted melange of papers in the
programme. Are the system of submission/
selection and the member-submitted panels
discouraging members from attending, or,
more importantly, occluding for us the
redefinition of whatitis we do? Far be it for me
to suggest a dread master-narrative, but what
do we do that we can explain and justify to our
fellows,eventoourundergraduates?"Why?,"
then, can be answered on a political,
organizational or theoretical level-- at least.
"Towhat?"ToourownscholarlyI critical
community, ACCUTE, and mostly to the
"community" side of that. Leavis famously
once recalled an exchange between a fervent
Coleridgean and a committed Benthamite:

"You seem to see society as an aggregate of
individuals!" "What else?'' While we may not
want to promote Coleridgeanism, surely we
can come up with a better alternative to
Benthamism--we have to, or they'll pick us off
one by one. How, aside from singing
"Jerusalem" at every AGM, do we remind
ourselves that we're in this together, that we
might actually learn from each other, or (as
they say in another "discourse") we can
"empower' each other? We should perhaps
think a little bit about ACCUfE as a "society."
"By whom?" We can't leave this to our
busy Executive. Moreover, these ("the
organization," "the profession," "the
discipline") are not administrative matteIS.
ACCUfE, aggregateofindividuals thatitmay
be,shouldfigureitselfout,democratically.We
have done it before, perhaps several times,
although perhaps not under such heavy and
complicated pressure. We have a year's leadtime and we can use it to start planning for a
concerted analysis of where we are and what
is to be done. But at the very least what must
be done is to COME TO BROCK
Norm Feltes

Conferences/Calls for Papers
The twenty-fourth annual conference of the
Victorian Studies Association of Western
Canada will be held at the University of
Saskatchewan,28-30September1995.Featured
speakers are Mary Poovey (English, Johns
H~pkins University) and Deborah Cherry
(Historyof Art,Manchester University).Singlepaper sessions cover topics from breach of
promise legal action to Archaeology and the
excavation of cultural identity, from
Imperialism and the New Woman to murder
trials in fact and fiction, from Disease in medical
legal and fictional discourses to Victori~
Women Travellers and Orientalism. Other
features include panel sessions on
"Representing the Victorians: Issues of
Pedagogy and Research" and "Complicity
and Resistance: Conflicting Discourses of
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Gender in Nineteenth-Century Women's
Narratives" and a Pre-Raphaelite Exhibition
at the Kenderdine Gallery, University of
Saskatchewan. For further information, please
contact Isobel Findlay or Doug Thorpe,
Department of English, University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK S7N SAS;
phone: 306 966-5506; fax: 306 966-8839
email:
thorped@herald.usask.ca.
The WascanaReviewofContemporaryPoetry
and Short Fiction invites scholarly essays,
review articles, interviews, poems and short
stories for a special issue on "Dwellers and
Travellers." Our title borrows the terms that
Wordsworth uses to describe human
relationships to place. Sample topics might
include armchair travellers; the experience of
immigrationorsettlement; travel as metaphor,
trope or theme; home as metaphor, trope or
theme; defining the exotic or foreign;
foreignness or otherness-at home or abroad;
outposts of the empire; cultural imperialism;
the (accidental) tourist; exploration and
explorers in short fiction or poetry; the quest;
letters to or from home; strangers in strange
lands. Deadline for submission for the
"Dwellers and Travellers" issue is September
1, 1995. Since we prefer to consider articles
anonymously, writers should avoid using a
running head on their manuscripts. Please
include your name on your cover page only.
Previously unpublished material,
accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped
envelope should be sent to Dr. Kathleen Wall,
Editor, WascanaReview, DepartmentofEnglish,
University of Regina, Regina, SK S4S OA2;
email: wallkath@max.cc.uregina.ca.

the amerlcan(ist) group of the University of
Toronto is now accepting proposals for both
individual ten page papers and three-member
panels for its first American Studies conference,
"Twice-Told Tales: Recycling Narratives in
America, 1607 to the Present," which will be
held March9-10, 1996 at UniversityCollege, U.
ofT. Thisconferencewillexplorehowalltypes
of tale-telling arc used in re-telling tl1e talcs of
different parts of American culture, and how
these tales tell on themselves. Proposals must

include: 1. a covering letter containing either a)
the title of the proposed paper and the name,
address, phone number, and institutional
affiliation of its author, or b) the same
information on each panel member, along
with the proposed title for that panel; 2. three
copiesofaone-page (250word)abstractofthe
proposed paper-or three copies of such an
abstract for each paper in the proposed panel.
In order to ensureimpartialassessment, please
record the paper's title on each abstract, but
not the author's name.
The deadline for submissions is
September 30, 1995. Please mail proposals to
"Twice-Told Tales", c/o Dept. of English,
UniversityofToronto, 7King's College Circle,
Toronto, Ont. MSS lAl.
Requests for further informationshould
be sent to: Jeoffrey Bull, Dept. of English,
University
of
Toronto;
email:
jbull@epas.utoronto.ca.
English Litera1y Studies seeks quality
submissions for its annual monograph series.
ELS publishes peer-reviewed monographs
(usual length 45,000-60,000 words, or
approximately 125-170 double-spaced typescript pages, including notes) on the Ii teratures
written in English. The Series is open to a wide
range of methodologies, and it considers for
publication a variety of scholarly work: bibliographies, scholarly editions, and historical and
critical studies of significant authors, texts,
and issues. For further information write The
Editor, English Literary Studies, Department
of English, University of Victoria, PO Box
3070, Victoria BC, V8W 3Wl.
The editors of a collection of essays on the
Zimbabwean writer, Dambudzo Marechera,
seek submissions. The aim of the volume is to
initiate critical debate and exchange on the
neglected texts of this influential and innovative

African writer. The editors encourage essays
on Marechera's House of Hunger as well as his
less well-known texts. Send two copies of
completed essays by 1 December 1995 to
Yvonne Vera or Julie Carnie, Graduate
Programme in English, 215 Stong College,
York University, Downsview, ON M3J 1P3.
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The Department of English, Lakehead University, invites applications for a probationary
(tenure-track) or term appointment, depending on the qualifications of candidates, commencing 1 August 1995. A doctorate and
indications of strong potential in teaching and
research in the following areas are required:
Rhetoric and Composition, and at least two of
the following areas of literature: Modern British, Romantic, 17th-Century, Postcolonial,
Commonwealth, Women's Literature. Applications, together with the names of three
references and a complete curriculum vitae
should be forwarded to Dr. J.H. Gellert, Dean
of Arts and Science, Lakehead University,
Thunder Bay, Ontario, P78 5E1. In accordance with Canadian Immigration regulations,
this advertisement is directed to Canadian
citizens and permanent residents. Lakehead
University is committed to employment equity
and encourages applications from women,
members of visible minorities, aboriginal peoples, and persons with disabilities.

News of Members
Isobel GRUNDY (Alberta) has published an
article entitled "'Over Him We hans Vibrating':
Uncertainty in the Life of Johnson," m a volume
entitled Boswell: Citizen ofthe World, Man ofLetters
(University Pre~ of Kentucky, 1995) edited by
Irma Lustig for the centenary of Boswell's death,
which happened on 19 May 1796.
Paul W. HARLAND (Augustana) has published
"Donne's Political Intervention in the Parliament
of 1629" in John Donne Journal 11 (1992): 21-37.
Another e~ay, '"A true Transubstantiation':
Donne,Self-loveand the P~ion," is forthcoming
in the volume John Donne's Religi_ous Imagination:
Essays in Honor of John T. Shawcross, eds.
Raymond-JeanFrontainand Frances MMalpezzi
(Conway, AR: U of Central Arkansas P, 1995).
Ajay HEBLE (Guelph) has recently published
The Tumble of Reason: Alice Munro's Discourse of
Absence (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1994), and
"'RumoursofTopography':TheCulturalPolitics
of Michael Ondaalje's Running in the Family" in
Essays on Canadian Writing 53 (Summer 1994):
186-203.
Carol MORRELL (Saskatchewan) has recently
published an anthology, Grammar of Dissent:

Poetry and Prose by, Claire Harris, M Nourbese
Philip and Dionne Brand (Fredericton: Goose Lane,
1994).
PeterSABOR (Laval), continuing his eastward
trek, has resigned, from Queen's University
and been appointed to the ~partement des
Litteratures at Universite Laval. He has
published a two-volume edition of Frances
Burney' splays (London: Pickering and Chatto;
Mc-Gill-Queen's University Press, 1995), with
Stewart Cooke (McGill) as associate editor. He
has also published two articles on Burney "The
Rediscovery of Burnejs Plays," Lumen, 13
(1994): 145-56, and 'Altered, Improved,
Copied, Abridged': Alexandre d' Arblay's
Revisions to Burney's Edwy and Elgiva," Lumen,
14 (1995): 127-37.
Steven TOTOSY de ZEPETNEK (Alberta) has
published: "Systems Thinking in North
American Literary Studies," Gebhard Rusch, ed.
Empirical Approaches to Literature. Siegen
Uruversity: LUMIS-Publications Vol. Vl, 1995.
133-37 (1995); "Comparative Literature and
Applied Cultural Studies, Or, a Report About the
XJV1h Triennial Congre~ of the ICLA/ AILC
(Universi.!)' of Alberta, August 1994)," Canadian
ReviewofComparative Literature/RevueCanadienne
de Litterature Comparee 21.3 (September 1994):
469-90; "Comparative Literature and Systemic/
Institutional Approaches to Literature: New
Developments, Systems Research: The Official
Journal of the International Federation for Systems
Research 11.2 (1994): 43-57; "Toward a Theory of
Cumulative Canon Formation: Readership in
English Canada," Mosaic: A Journal for the
Interdisciplinary StudyofLiteratureZl.3 (September
1994): 107-19; "Towards a Working and
Cumulative Bibliography of Studies in the
Systemic and Empiricaf Approach to Literature
(SEAL)," IGEL Newsletter 2 (1994): 10-55.
Priscilla L. WALTON (Carleton) has published
Patriarchal Desire and Victorian Discourse: A
Lacanian Reading of Anthony Trollope's Palliser
Novels (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1995); she has
also edited Henry James's The Portrait of a Lady
for Everyman Paperbacks (1995). Her essay
"'What then on earth was I?': Feminine
Subjectivity and TheTurnoftheScrew" is included
in Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism: The
Turn ofthe Screw (Bedford, 1995), and her article,
"Paretsky's V.I. as P.I.: Revising the Script and
Recasting the Dick" has been published in
Literature/Interpretation/Theory 4 (1993): 1-11.
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How to Use this Directory
The 1995 ACCUTE Membership Directory provides both an
alphabetical listing of all ACCUTE members as well as a classified
listing by primary areas of research interest, as indicated by the
members themselves on their membership forms.
The alphabetical listings are made up of three parts.The first
line identifies the member in the fonnat Last, First (rank,
institution). If the member has sent us an email address, it appears
on the following line. Finally, subsequent lines describe the
member's research interests. PL: indicates the primary listing, or
the member's main area of concentration. Any additional areas of
interest or expertise are identified by AA:.
In cases where members have not provided campus
addresses, their home addresses are given in place of their
institution.
The classified listings organize members according to their
main area of concentration.
It is hoped that this Directory will provide a useful handbook
for all ACCUTE members.
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List of Members' University and College Addresses
Acadia Wolfville, NS BOP 1XO
Alberta Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5
Alberta College of Art 1407 14th Ave. NW,
Calgary, AB T2N 4R3
Algoma University College 1520 Queen St.
E., Sault Ste. Marie, ON PSA 2G4
Augsburg Universitatsstr. 1o, 86135 Augsburg,
Germany
Augustana University College 4901-46 Ave.,
Camrose, AB T4V2R3
British Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCll) 3500 Willingdon Ave., Burnaby, BC
VST 121
Bishop's Lennoxville, PO J1M 127
Brandon Brandon, MB RSA 6A9
British Columbia 397-1873 East Mall,
Vancouver, BC V6T 1W5
Brock St. Catharines, ON L2S 3A1
Calgary 2500 University Dr. NW, Calgary, AB
T2N 1N4
Camosun College 3100 Foul Bay Rd., Victoria,
BC V8P5J2
Canadian Union College PO Box 430, College
Heights, AB TOC 020
Cape Breton University College Box 5300,
Sydney, NS 81 P 6L2
Capilano College 2055 Purcell Way,
Vancouver, BC V7J 3H5
Carleton 1125 Colonel By Dr., Ottawa, ON
K1S 586
Centennial College PO Box 631, Station A,
Scarborough, ON M1 K 5E9
Central Newfoundland Regional College Box
41~, Grand Falls-Windsor, NF A2A2J8
Concordia - Loyola 7141 Sherbrooke St. W.,
Montreal, PO H481R6
Concordia - Sir George Williams 1455 de
Maisonneuve W., Montreal, PO H48 1RS
Concordia College 7128 Ada Blvd., Edmonton,
AB T584E4
Confederation College Thunder Bay, ON P7C
4W1
Cornell Ithaca, NY 14850
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Dalhousie Halifax, NS 83H 3J5
Dawson College 3040 Sherbrooke St. W.,
Montreal, PO H3Z 1A4
Douglas College Box 2503, New Westminster,
BC V3L582
Duke Box 90422, Durham, NC USA 27706
Eastern College of Applied Arts,
Technology, and Continuing Education
Burin, NF AOE 1EO
Fanshawe College Box 4055, London, ON
N6H 2P1
Forest School Snarebrook, London, England
El7 3PY
Guelph Guelph, ON N1G 2W1
Helsinki PO Box 4 (Hallitusk.11), Fin - 00014,
Finland
Humber 205 Humber College Blvd., Etobicoke,
ON M9W5L7
Kansai Galdal Katahoko Campus, 16-2
Kitakahoko-cho., Hirakata City, Osaka, Japan
573
Kathollsche Unlversltat Elchstatt D-85071
Eichstatt, Germany
King's College, The 10766-97th St.,
Edmonton, AB TSH 2M1
Kwantlen College PO Box 9030, Surrey, BC
V3T5H8
Labrador Community College Labrador City,
NF A2V2Y1
Lakehead 955 Oliver Rd., Thunder Bay, ON
P78 5E1
Langara College 100 West 49th Ave,
Vancouver, BC VSY 226
LaTrobe Bundoora, Victoria, Australia 3083
Laurentian Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6
Laval Laval, PO G1 H 7P4
Leeds Leeds, West Yorkshire, England LS2 9JT
Leth bridge Lethbridge, AB T1 K 3M4
Malaspina University College 900 5th St.,
Nanaimo, BC V9R 5S5
Manitoba Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Manitoba • St. John's Winnipeg, MB R3T 2M5
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Marlanopolls College 3880 Cote des Neiges
Blvd., Montreal, PO H3H 1W1
McGill 853 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal, PO
H3A2T6
McMaster 1280 Main St. W., Hamilton, ON
L8S4L9
Medicine Hat College Medicine Hat, AB T1 A
3Y6
Memorial University of Newfoundland St.
John's, NF A1C 5S7
Memorial - Sir Wilfred Grenfell College
University Drive, Cornerbrook, NF A2H 6P9
Moncton Moncton, NB E1 A 3E9
Montreal CP 6128, Succ. A, Montreal, PO H3C
3J7
Mount Allison Sackville, NB EDA 3CO
Mount Royal College 4825 Richard Road SW,
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
Mount Saint Vincent 166 Bedford Highway,
Halifax, NS B3M 2J6
New Brunswick - Fredericton PO Box 4400,
Fredericton, NB E3B 5A3
New Brunswick - Saint John PO Box 5050,
Saint John, NB E2L 4L5
Nlplsslng North Bay, ON P1 B 8L7
Northern British Columbia 3333 University
Way, Prince George, BC V2N 429
Northwest College= 130 1st Ave. W., Prince
Rupert, BC VBJ 1A8
Nottingham University Park, Nottingham,
England NG7 2RD
OISE 252 Bloor St. W., Toronto, ON M5S 1V6
Okanagan University College 3333 College
Way, Kelowna, BC V1 Y 1V7
Ottawa 175 Waller St., Ottawa, ON K1 N 6N5
Oxford Oxford, Oxfordshire, England OX1 3BJ
Prince Edward Island Charlottetown, PEI C1 A
4P3
Penn State University Park, PA 16802
Princeton Princeton, NJ USA 08544
Quebec 555, boul. de l'universite, Chicoutimi,
PO G7H281
Queen's Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
Red Deer College Box 5005, Red Deer, AB
T4N5H5
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Reedemer College 777 Highway 53 East,
Ancaster, ON L9G 3N6
Regina Regina, SK S4S OA2
Regina - Campion Regina, SK S4S OA2
Royal Military College Kingston, ON K7L 2W3
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute 350 Victoria
St., Toronto, ON M3B 1EB
Sains Malaysia Pusat Bahasa dan
Terjemahan, 11800 Minden, Penang, Malaysia
Saint Mary's Halifax, NS B3H 3C3
Sainte Anne Ch.urch Point, NS BOW 1MO
Saskatchewan Saskatoon, SK S7N OWO
Saskatchewan - St. Thomas More Saskatoon,
SK S7N OW6
Seneca College 1255 Sheppard Ave. E., North
York, ON M2K 1E2
Sherbrooke Sherbrooke, PO J1 K 2R1
Simon Fraser Burnaby, BC V5A2W2
Sir Sanford Fleming PO Box 8000, Lindsay,
ON K9V5E6
St. Francis Xavier Antigonish, NS B2G 1CO
St. John's Collegeville, MN 56321
St. Joseph's College Toronto, ON M4R 289
St. Peter's College Box 10, Muenster, SK SOK
2YO
St. Thomas Fredericton, NB E38 5G3
The King's College 10766-97th St., Edmonton,
AB T5H 2M1
Toronto 7 King's College Circle, Toronto, ON
M5S 1A1
Toronto - Erindale Mississauga, ON L5L 1C6
Toronto - Massey 4 Devonshire Place,
Toronto, ON M5S 2E1
Toronto - New Toronto, ON M5S 1A1
Toronto - Saint Michael's Toronto, ON M5S
1J4
Toronto - Scarborough 1265 Military Trail,
Scarborough, ON M1C 1A4
Toronto - Trinity 6 Hoskin Ave., Toronto, ON
M5S 1H8
Toronto - Victoria 73 Queen's Park Cres.,
Toronto, ON MSS 1H8
Trent Peterborough, ON K9J 788
Trinity Western 7600 Glover Road, Langley,
BC V3A4R9
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University of California - Berkeley Berkeley,
CA 94720
University College of the Carlboo PO Box
3010, Kamloops, BC V2C 5N3
University College of the Fraser Valley 45600
Airport Rd., Chilliwack, BC V2P 6T4
University of Toronto Press 10 Mary St., Suite
700, Toronto, ON M5N 1C4
Utah Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Vanier College 821 Blvd. Ste-Croix, St.
Laurent, PQ H4L 3X9
Victoria PO Box 3045, Victoria, BC V8W 2Y2
Waterloo Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1
Waterloo - Grebel Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6

Waterloo - St. Jerome's Waterloo, ON N2L
3G3
Western Ontario London, ON N6A 3K7
Western - Brescia 1285 Western Rd., London,
ON N6G 1H2
Western • Huron 1349 Western Rd., London,
ON N6G 1H3
Western • King's 266 Epworth Ave., London,
ON N6A2M3
Wilfrid Laurier Waterloo, ON N2L 3C5
Windsor Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
Winnipeg 515 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, MB
R3B2E9
York 4700 Keele St., North York, ON M3J 1P3

List of Abbreviations
Am
Autobio
Biblio
Bio
Cda
Cdn
Comp
Com par
Contemp
Critlh
CrWr
Cult Mat

Cwlth
De cons
Discourse An
Eliz
Fem
Herm
lnterdis St
Lang
Ung

Litlh
Mdv

American
Autobiography
Bibliography
Biography
Canada
Canadian
Composition
Comparative
Contemporary
Critical Theory
Creative Writing
Cultural Materialism
Commonwealth
Deconstruction
Discourse Analysis
Elizabethan
Feminist (ism)
Hermeneutics
Interdisciplinary Studies
Language
Linguistics
Literary Theory
Medieval

ME
Mod
Narr
New Hist
OE
Pd
Ped
PerfTh
Po Co
Pomo
Postst
Psycho an
Pub Hist
Rdr-Resp
Ren
Rest
Rhet
Rom
St
Th
Trans
TxtEd
Vic

Middle English
Modern
Narrative
New Historicist (ism)
Old English
Period
Pedagogy
Performance Theory
Post-Colonial
Postmodern
Poststructuralist
Psychoanalysis
Publishing History
Reader-Response
Renaissance
Restoration
Rhetoric
Romantic
Studies
Theory
Translation
Textual Editing
Victorian

List of Abbreviations for Rank and Professional Designation
aj
ao
at
coo rd
cp

g
ind
ins
lect

Adjunct Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Co-ordinator
College Professor
Graduate Student
lndependant Scholar
Instructor
Lecturer
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p
pd
priv
ra
ret
rf
s
ue
ur

Professor
Post-Doctoral Fellow
Private Scholar
Research Assistant
Retired Faculty
Research Fellow
Sessional
Un(der)employed
Unranked
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President's Report
Most of us are all too aware of the bad news for Canadian postserondary teaching and research the past year has brough~
and of the even woise news likely to rome. Freezes and cutbacks to general funding, hiring, and salaries have now been
overtaken by diastic federal wtbacks in transfer payments for postsecondary education and in the funding of academic research. To be phased in over the next two or three yeam, these cutbacks have already begun a chain reaction of comequem:c:s, with the SSHRC announcing a phasing out of support to the scholarly federations and associations and reductions
or fnaa in ils other programs, and additional provinces now beginning to consider such regressive measures as large incaeascs in tuition fees, inaeases in class sizes, further limitalions on academic collective bargaining, the closing or merging
of programs, and the transformation of selected inslitutions into low-rost degree schools. In these rapidly deteriorating circumstances freezes are now greeted by many of our colleagues as good news.
For ACClITE and its membeJS, this chain reaclion is likely to affect most of the things we do. SSHRC grants will become even more difficult to get Tenurable teaching positions that offer research support, reasonable teaching loads, regular
sabbaticals, graduate teaching, and rewards for academic achievements will berome even scarcer. Wider dislinctions among
'research universilies,' 'teaching universities,' and colleges are likely to develop, with the presendy implicit hierarchies
among Canadian postscondary institutions beroming explicit, and many more of our membem being obliged to accept positions that are openly labelled 'oon-research,' and to teach much longer hours and larger classes than those curently expected
of most univemity faculty members. In the interests of our studenlS and our duties to them, ACClITE will need to develop
strategies for resisling, diluting, or preventing such changes.
Existing differences among the situations and preoccupations of our members are likely also to grow. Some of these differences will be exacerbated, as they are today, by administrations that seek to excuse the long hours and large classes of
their faculty by idealizing teaching as a ooble and self-sacrificial aclivity and by rorrespondingly demonizing scholar-teacbem as negligent toward students. These are anti-academic mythologies, dangerous to scholarly teaching and pointing toward
further exploitation of the poslSerondary teacher no matter who articulates them. 'Quality' postsecondary courses firmly
connected ID current scholarship can be taught only by faculty who have the lime to continue to read and learn.
The consequences of the phasing out of ACCUTE's grant from SSHRC, and of the CFH's SSHRC funding, will most
likely oblige ACClITE members over the next few years to make a number of difficult decisions. Should we replace some
or all of the lost grant money by inaeasiog membership fe.es? Should we rootinue our membership in the CFH? What goals
do we seek in belonging to the CFH? Is membership the most cost-effective way of achieving them? Would ACClITE
benefit from a merger of the CFH with the Social Sciences Federalioo of Canada? How would we respond to the collapse or
dissolution of the CFH? Should we conlinue to support the publication of English Studies in Canada in its present format
and publication schedule? Cao the journal coolioue past 1998 in any form if it is again refused SSHRC funding? Should we
conlioue the present size of our annual conference? Should its size vary with the changes in coslS, attendance, and revenues
associated with a particular Learneds site? Should we continue the somewhat expensive annual membership drives that
maintain our membership at close to 1100? Or should we allow our membemhip to drop to around 800 and accept a saving
in office and salary expenses? How we answer these queslions will determine oot only how active and produclive ACClITE
can be professionally, but also how effective it can be politically in responding to the structural and economic changes about
to engulf most of our postsecondary institutions.
Canada's rapidly changing erooomic and educational circumstances make ACClITE arguably more important to ilS
membem than ever before, but these new drcumstances are also making what ACClITE presendy does more expensive
than ever before. We will need decisions here that members can strongly support
My own work and that of the 19<J4-95 executive has been directed to maintaining the Association's membership strength
and ID representing our members professionally in the inaeasing number of situations situations in which their etl'ectiveness
as teachers and researchem has been threatened by ill-considered structural change. De1ails about these have appeared in our
Newsleaer. I am grateful to the executive for the strong positions it has taken on them.
I'd like to give particular thanks to a number of exeaitive and other members of the Association who have given special
service over the past year. Doug Wurtele has done a remarkable job both of assembling worthy issues of English Studies in
Canada and of reducing significandy its production rosts to allow it to publish yet aoother year without SSHRC support. He
bas submitted a strong applicalion to SSHRC's now renewed triennial competilion for learned journal assistance, assistance
which, considering the impending reduclion and elimination of ACCUTE's own fwiding from SSHRC, will be essential to
the journal's coolinuation in ilS present form.
I must also mention Connie Rooke, who has voluntarily served a ojf,cio on the execulive as ilS appointed representalive
to CFH. Because of numerous complex federal government proposals over the past 12 months on postsecondary and researc::h f1.11diog, and occasional differences between ourselves and the CFH staff on how vigourously the humanities should
be rcpresenled on such matters, Connie's has been a difficult and often frustrating job. The current situation at CFH in the
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wake of the anoowced phasing out of its SSHRC fwding is proving no less diffiailt The Association and I are extremely
fortwate that Connie has been willing to use her long experience with CFH on our behalf.
Our graduate student represen1ative on the executive, Jackie Heslop, has had a splendid year in which she organized a
conference at the University of Victoria on pedagogy and politics, and on her own initiative laid the growdwork for a network of ACCUTE graduate student representatives at Canadian graduate programs. Completing their tams on the exeaitive
as Members-at-Large are Mary Wilson Caipenter and Peta Schwenger, who made vital and reliable contributions to the annual eoormous task of vetting manuscripts for our oonference, and whose wise oounsel and good sense in our executive deliberations I will greatly miss. I am very pleased that Pat Merivale, our other Member-at-Large, has volunteered to serve a
third year to enable the staggering of tams mandated by the 1993 AGM. Pat has ably coordinated the Priesdey Award oommittee for a seoond year, and oootributed large amounts of trenchant wisdom to our exeaitive sessions.
Our secre1ary-treasurer Peter Auksi has worked especially hard this year to ensure that ACCUTE's expenditures can be
reduced without significant reduction to the services and assislance we provide to our members. His work has enabled him
to give more force and detail to the warning of our previous secretary-treasurer, Aon Wilson, that the Association was
spending i1S small acaimulated surplus at the rate of several thousand ($7-9 thousand) per year. His prompt and careful efforts in taking care of the details of our annual oonfereoce have made it seem a less formidable event than many of us had
expected it to be. He and I have both been generously supported and humoured by our executive assistlots, Dorothy
Hadfield, who found time to give birth to a son during the final arrangements for this conference, and Michele Holmgren,
whom many of you will meet at the ACCUTE desk. The next year looms as potentially more taxing and more aisis-ridden
than any that our Association has faced for a long time. But it may also bring opportunities for initiatives and arrangements
that oould benefit us more than current ones. I urge members to follow closely the unfolding events that cone.em us as teacheis and scholais, and to point out to the executive any situation they feel should rereive our Association's attention.
Frank Davey

Secretary-Treasurer's Report
On February 28, 1995 Lyon Pemnd (President of SSHRCC) sent out a news release to all Learned Societies on the 'Impact of the Federal Budget,' notably a spending cut of 14 per cent over three years. For ACCUTE, there were two financial
implications: 1) "oore fuodiog.-for Scholarly Associations will be phased out over the next three yeais"; 2) "funds which
support ••Travel to Learned Societies' meeting; will be protected." We may assume, then, that our Travel grant of $11,65
(less 5%) will remain more ore less iolact for three years, and that the Administration part of our grant, also $11,655, will be
(as annouored) cut by 5% in 95-96, 33% in 96-97, and phased outoompletely in 97-98.
These developments make our f"maocial situation very difficult. At the end of 1992, the gap between iooome and disbursements was a net outflow of$2, 727. At the end of 1993, we were spending $7540 more than we were taking in. The figures for the year ending Dec. 31, 1994 are even more sobering: iooome of$77,370 was offset by disbursements of $91,359,
i.e., we had a deficit of $13,989. (And were asked by Research Accounting at Guelph to send back $11655, which someone
had deposited twice into ACCUTE's coffers while at Guelph, mistakenly.) We are able to continue f"maocially, given these
straitening circumslances, because memberships are pre-paid and in a sense 'float us forward,' or provide a cushion of moving income as expenses occur. Acoordiog to Research Acoouoting at UWO, as of March 31, 1995, ACCUTE had a balance
of$48,656. From this we can deduct expenses for the Conferenre (roughly $35,000), and find ourselves with not a lot of
maooeuvering room.
Two choioes must be faced: the raising of dues (fixed since 1989), and the scaling down of our operations in whatever
ways the membership thinks best for our continued vitality, links, common causes, and eoonomic health.
Life in the Treasurer's chair has been made a bit less "worrisome" (Ano Wilson's parting epithet for ACCUfE's financial
situation) by the good will and financial assistance of Paul Gaudet (chair of English) and Jim Good (dean of Arts) at Western,
who underwrote some of our administrative costs generously. Special thanks also to Dorothy Hadfield and Michele
Holmgren, whose energies, knowledge of details, and good humour kept the ACCUTE office operatiooal in sundry ways.

Pet'er Aulcsi
Notes on the following financial statements:
1. Because of tie 3-year membership payment option and voluntary prepayment by some members, approximately $6055. of
1his to1al represents membership monies 1hat must be apportioned over the next several years.
2. This figure represents only a smal portion of 1ravel expenses, most of which had not yet been claimed by March 31.
ACCUTE estimates the remaining travel and conference expenses wiD t>lal approximately $20,000.
3. This figure represents 1he re'-irn of a SSHRCC overpayment, erroneously deposited int> the ACCUTE account by the Office
of Research Acx:ounting at 1he University of Guelph.
4. From this lrst-quarter "surplus" figure are stiU t> be deducted 1he additional conference and travel expenses, CFH levy, ESC
subvention, as well as 1he amount of 1he prepaid memberships.
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Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of Engllsh
Statement of Income and Expenditure

to March 31, 1995 {unaudited)
December 31, 1993

December 31, 1994

March 31, 1995

Income
Memberships

52043.04

45354.36

11749.70

SSHRCC: Admin

11655.00

11656.00

11655.00

0.00

11655.00

11656.00

2767.54

940.10

726.60

10.00

10.00

0.00

Learneds (net)

7905.82

7467.46

0.00

Interest (UWO)

0.00

287.18

472.47

626.30

0.00

75007.70

77370.10

24604.77

Travel Grants

20515.40

29351.63

3073.51

ESC
Priestley Prize (1/2)
Executive Travel
Cont. Expenses (net)
Salary & Benefits
CFH Levy
Office Supplies
Postage
Courier
Printing & Duplicating
Telephone & FAX
Conference Calls
Overhead (UWO)
Entertainment

13599.00

11680.00

0.00

SSHRCC: Travel
Mailing Labels

Guide to Grants

Other
Total Income

1

-11655.003

Disbursements
2

250.00

250.00

0.00

3358.71

5613.12

10.91

3589.83

4331.44

0.00

19271.95

24837.52

7140.99

5474.00

4678.51

0.00

646.71

480.47

119.12

1991.69

2080.39

714.38

420.99

97.37

0.00

6348.07

4740.06

957.13

28.48

0.00

0.00

415.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

246.60

-596.12

2943.86

544.77

0.00

160.00

250.00

65.00

3533.51

2177.87

-627.59

Total Disbursements

82548.01

91359.75

10857.33

Net Inflow/(Outflow}

(7540.31)

(13989.65)

13747.44

Bad Debts
Other
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Report of the Editor of English Studies In Canada
By the time we all meet at the UQAM Learoeds, our jouroal's re-application for SSHRCC fuodiog will be well aloog io
preparation. 1bis has to be dooe with great care, io part because the criteria have chaoged sioce the 1991 competition (io
which, as you hardly oeed remiodiog, we were oot dealt with favourably}. These oew criteria put more weight oo what
might be called pragmatic rather than academic considerations. Before it goes io, our application will be vetted by several
preseot aod former ACCUTE executives, all well versed io fuodiog applications. Aoother criterion will be" track record,"
aod here I look forward to makiog a stroog case, thaoks to help from maoy of you aod hard work by a graduate assistant io
tracking dowo citations toESC artides io books and periodicals.
As for our preseot financial situation, our heads are still above water. What we badly oeed is more income from book advertising- and so I make my aooual appeal to all of you who have any influence with your own university presses.
Here are the usual statistics for 1994, as of April 20, 1995:
Artides accepted Lesbiao & Gay Studies issues I aod II
13
Artides accepted regular:
15
Artides uodergoiog revision aod resubmission:
18
Artides still uoder appraisal:
5
Artides rejected (oot iocl. aoy rejected for L&G issues)
..1::J.
Total (compared with 74 for 1993): '
.:J1
The conteots of Volume 20 (1994) break down as follows:
1994
Geoeral aod theoretical
Designated issue: Lesbiao & Gay Studies I
Designated issue: Northrop Frye
Designated issue: Caooo & Curriculum
Medieval, Reoaissaoce, aod 18th Ceotury
Nineteenth Ceotury ioduding Romaotics
Modero, iocludiog Caoadiao aod Americao
Reader's FoNm

1993
8

1992
4

1991

6
10
4
6
6
2
24
19
43

Book Reviews

3
4
5
30
16
46

6
4
10
1
25
19
44

7
7
6
7
27
16
43

As a matter ofioterest, I have separated out "designated issues," the contenl'S of which, of cou1Se, may lap over ioto period groups; three of the six articles io the Lesbian & Gay Studies issue could go io the Medieval and Renaissance category.
There will be a second Lesbian & Gay Studies issue io 1995, the Juoe oumber, oow io press, after which we will have to
concentrate oo catching up with the backlog of regular material. On this point, space is ao editor's oever-eoding worry (a
pleasant one, unlike the fioaocial wony). Cuttiog so dose to the budget bone as we do, we cao' t afford to add ao extra section to ao issue, let alooe ruo a whole special issue. Perhaps ooe day, in a solvency boom! One point of pressure on space
conooms book reviews. Right now there is - happily - a very high output of books that qualify for F.SC review, their
authors beiog members of the Canadian academic literary community. To keep abreast of this deluge we are oow requesting
our reviewe1S to keep their reviews as brief as possible.
More stal'S! Circulation figures, using March issues as paradigm:
Members' copies
Direct subscribers' copies
Totals

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1120
191
1311

1103
185
1288

960
180
1140

986
178
1184

1023
183
1206

Potential book advertisers should be aware that, for Caoada, these are oot unimpressive oumbers.
"Thank you" time has come. To Robert Martio, for rounding up eoough artides oo Lesbian & Gay issues to fill out oot
one but two numbelS. To all the book reviewe1S, who, when solicited, only very rarely dedioe - ao acknowledgment that,
needless to say, I gratefully exteod as well to the editorial board and coosultant referees. To all the autholS. To the ever-supportive ACCUTE executive. To our keen-witted clear-headed Managing Editor, Faith Gildeohuys, who keeps the editor oo
track, and to the rest of the editorial committee, who keep him oo time. And, sometimes overlooked, the Carletoo Unive1Sity
administration for generously providing such logistical necessities as course releases, graduate studeot services, computer
facilities, and eveo that most precious gift, a bit of storage space. Now if only one could add - to SSHRCC....
Doug Wurtele
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1996 Membership Form

O
O

NewMember
Renewal

Academic Affiliation Information
Professional Designation:

O Professor
O Assoc. Professor
O Asst. Professor

Address (use home address only if you are without
academic affiliation):

O Sessional Lecturer

O Instructor
O Retired Faculty
O Grad. Student I TA

0

Phone ( w k ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone (hm): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: _ _ _ _ _ __
E-Mail:----------------Languages spoken (besides English): - - - - - - -

I enclose (Please make cheque payable to ACCUTE - UWO and mail to Peter Auksi,
Secretary-Treasurer, ACCUTE, Department of English, University of Western Ontario,
London, ON NGA 3K7):

D The regular membership fee of $65
D The reduced fee of $30 (student I unemployed I underemployed I retired)
D The household membership fee of $115 (2 memberships, one subscription to ESC)
Second householder's name:

--------------------

Second householder's professional designation: - - - - - - - - - - - - O The three-year membership fee (1995-97) of $175

ACCUTE Membership Directory Information
Please complete the information on research interests found overleaf, for use in the 1996
ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used mainly by colleagues seeking scholars to review
books, prepare scholarly papers on special topics, and to evaluate manuscripts, grant
applications, conference papers, and graduate student theses. In order to help colleagues
locate specialists more easily, the 1996 Directory will list scholars categorically by primary
area of research interest first. In addition, members may specify other categories in which
they would feel comfortable performing professional tasks; these will be included in a
secondary listing format.
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Primary Listing (List only 1 area of specialization)
List specialization by Period I Nationality I Genre first; include other areas (Theoretical
Methodology, Culture I Gender Studies; Authors I Works, etc.) if necessary.

Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory, G.B. Shaw
If you are applying for a household membership, please differentiate clearly between
research interests for each member.
·

Additional areas
Periods I Nationalities I Genres

---------------------

Criticism I Theory I Methodology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Language I Linguistics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pedagogy---------------------------~

Authors I Works _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

